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EDITOR’S RANT
Without a doubt, the most significant and concept-changing
developments in the pub industry in the past quarter-century are the rise
in the standard of food offerings, and the opening of gaming from the
monopoly held by clubs.
This month we explore both, in the form of one of the original ‘gastro’
pubs to achieve acclaim in Australia, led by the very seasoned Damien
Pignolet and now operated by one of the game’s most prominent groups.
Our feature article outlines highlights of this year’s Australian Hospitality
& Gaming expo, which saw Brisbane’s Convention & Exhibition Centre
again dominated by developments in gaming, alongside a smorgasbord of
foodie innovations, and smarts on attracting and satisfying more patrons
through better design, marketing and construction.
Each month we publish a retrospective review of the previous month’s
stories that proved most important and influential in the Australian
industry. The magnitude of last month’s analysis of virtually every real estate
transaction in 2017 meant this time around we have both January and
February’s greatest clicks on offer.
But already March has seen speculation on gaming back on the front
pages, first by the independent MP and diligent gaming critic Andrew
Wilkie’s revelations on gaming room business practises by ALH, including
a reputedly public share document detailing personal details on
customers. The timing could not have been worse, emerging very late
February, conveniently less than two weeks before the Tasmanian state
election, where the Labor party had famously vowed to rid the state of
EGMs in pubs and clubs should it get elected.
As a prior visitor and appreciator of the Apple Isle, I personally believe the
real threat this posed struck a chord with resident voters. The viability of
so many of the hospitality venues struggling to stay afloat without gaming
revenue underpinning the dwindling bar sales and challenge of making a
buck in the dining room, was and is real in the hearts of Tasmanians and
their Locals. The result, of course, is history, with the incumbent Liberal
government, nay plans to flay the pokies, was re-elected.
And in something of a turn-around, pub and gaming king Arthur Laundy
has set forth on his dream of building a pub brewery in Sydney’s west,
aiming to produce a for-the-people brew to offer patronage of his hotel
empire.
There’s never a dull moment.
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The
Godfather Returns
Bistro Moncur is dishing up the goods this month,
celebrating 25 years, with help from the original
gastro-pub’s founder, Damien Pignolet.
Kylie Kennedy reports
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L-R: Harriet Waugh, Damien Pignolet, Mitchell Waugh

Set amongst the Woollahra Hotel, this French-style bistro
has been a Sydney icon since opening in March 1993.
There’s no ordinary counter meals served here, with fine,
sophisticated food and premier wines at the heart of this
iconic establishment.
Since late 2015 Bistro Moncur has been a Public House
Management Group (PHMG) venue, though back at its
inception, renowned chef Damien Pignolet was its creator
and steered Bistro Moncur to becoming one of Sydney’s first
recognised gastro pubs. He helped revolutionise the pub
scene in an era when “gastro pub” was a little-known term,
even amongst connoisseurs. (The Merriam-Webster dictionary
officially recognised the term gastro pub in 2012, defined as “a
pub, bar or tavern that offers meals of high quality”).
The gastro pub scene is now entrenched in Australian dining
culture, with foodies in the inner-city spoilt for choice. Urban
Chic Guides has published a guide to Sydney’s Best Gastro
Pubs, with Bistro Moncur coming in at number six. PHMG’s
also recently acquired the Four in Hand, Paddington, former
domain of celebrity chef Colin Fassnidge, which is listed at
number seven and another fine example of a modern gastro
pub.

gastro pub phenomenon took root. “As the popularity of gastro
pub dining grew, and particularly with new venues expanding
into the suburbs, I think it’s had quite an impact on the way
people have come to view dining out. Dining was no longer
solely about special occasions; it became an extension of
after-work social evenings with quick, affordable food and a
distinct neighbourhood feel.”

Time tells
Though Pignolet is no longer at the helm of Bistro Moncur,
he says he is extremely honoured to return to host the silver
anniversary celebration. Group executive chef Ben Verala said
it was an exciting prospect to have Pignolet, the “Godfather
of Moncur”, back again. Stephen Manley, restaurant manager,
added, “Damien’s dishes are at the heart of the restaurant. A lot
of our guests have strong emotional attachments to both the
dishes and the restaurant.”

Back in 1993 though, Pignolet acknowledges that no-one
was doing what they were doing, with “pub grub” still the
norm. Pignolet attributes top quality raw materials, beautifully
executed and consistent, to the success of Bistro Moncur.
“It was post-recession, there was so many staff available,
and there was a market eager to see something new, so we
timed it perfectly,” says Pignolet. “Our food was everything.
We created dishes that people identified with, and identified
pleasure with.”
The famed chef attributes opening Bistro Moncur as one of
the greatest things he has ever done. He has watched as the

Jellied Provencal Fish Soup with Rouille
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up and sat on his knee. Now I’ll leave it to your imagination…
but… It’s the truth. No one around did anything except look
the other way. It’s totally true. Fantastic.”
Pignolet says their guests, “were much more than regulars,
they were part of the family.”
Bistro Moncur became a place to be seen, and Pignolet
recalled the guest who gave him the greatest pleasure, artist
John Olsen.

Woollahra Hotel c.1993

“I’ve still got plenty of drawings, as he would do them on the
table cloth and give to me. And the paper table concept is of
course very French bistro, but the idea was that it would be a
medium for people to write. I love to write and draw. In fact,
the original concept was that you would write the bill on the
table, tear it off, and then pay.”

The exclusive sold-out anniversary dinner on 2 March featured
a five-course degustation menu including jellied Provençal
fish soup with rouille, Damien’s marinated salmon, and his
confit duck leg with duck sausage, sorrel sauce and potato
galette. Rather than cooking the duck in a traditional way, in
a vat of fat, Pignolet utilises a modern technique of cooking –
sous-vide, French for “in a vacuum” – which is generally low
temperature cooking, over a very long period of time. The
duck leg is placed in a bag with a very small quantity of fat,
sealed and cooked for 10 hours at 70 degrees so it is cooked
through before being placed in a very hot oven to enable a
lovely crisp skin and glaze to develop.
“I wrote the [Anniversary] menu to reflect what were in fact
some of the dishes from the beginning,” says Pignolet.
The night was a huge success, and the celebratory threecourse degustation menu by Pignolet and Head Chef Mark
Williamson is in place for the remainder of the month, offering
a blend of classics and new, for $100 per person or $150 per
person with matching wines.
During a night of nostalgia, Pignolet recounted never-before
told memories, under the backdrop of Bistro Moncur’s vaulted
wooden ceiling and the expansive black and white mural that
dominates the space.
“It’s a naughty story,” he disclosed. “There’s tables one to seven
along the murals. On somewhere like table five, a couple
arrive – a very attractive couple. After a period of time, she got

Bistro Moncur’s popularity has not diminished over the years,
as it remains a much-loved eatery amongst the eastern
suburbs, rated AHA’s best restaurant (city) in 2017 and a
former one-hatted restaurant. Bistro Moncur’s everyday
menu under Ben Verala and Mark Williamson offers delights
such as the rack of lamb with spiced eggplant, tabbouleh and
tahini remoulade, and pork sausages with potato puree and
lyonnaise onions.
Nowadays spending most of his time consulting, the
Godfather appreciates the strengths of the gastro pub.
“Having a variety of profit centres is one of the great things
about a pub, and certainly for all the years we owned the
Woollahra Hotel, and the Sackville and all the others, that was
the great strength.
“In all my experience, I know premium sit-down restaurants
will always remain a much-loved part of our dining culture.
When we create venues, such is Bistro Moncur, we are
creating an experience.
“We know creativity, well-executed and consistent experiences
form the heart of our cuisine – and it is cuisine full of seasonal,
high-quality produce that sets us apart”.

Raspberry & Toasted Almond Tart
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In this exciting sequel to Silk Moon,
INGOTCHA brings BIG REEL fun to players.

INGOTCHA is packed with
Jackpots and Bonus Prizes
and delightful free game
features.

FOR A FULL LIST OF NEW AND UPCOMING
TITLES, CONTACT RAY BROWN 0417 234 001
www.sggaming.com/australia
Head Office and Showroom
4 Newington Road, Silverwater NSW 2128
Phone: 02 8707 6300

TRADE SHOW

AUSTRALIAN HOSPITALITY & GAMING EXPO:

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2018

The growing AHG took place in Brisbane on 7 and
8 March, presenting hospitality products, trends
and innovation for the coming year.
Clyde Mooney reports
The Australian Hospitality & Gaming (AHG) expo was back and
bigger in Brisbane in March, with over 200 stands under one
roof at the Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre (BCEC),
showcasing the latest in gaming products, entertainment, food
and beverage, technology, construction, education, furniture,
and innovative design.
There were also ancillary events through the week to further
bolster value for hospitality professionals attending.
A series of ‘Soap Box Lectures’ took place on the exhibition
days, Wednesday 7 and Thursday 8 March, on a broad range
of topics, presented by key industry companies, most also
exhibitors.
First up, Black Swann International CEO Brian Kelly spoke
on Emerging Security Threats in the Gaming Environment.
10 | March 2018 PubTIC

Tabcorp Gaming Solutions’ John Ioane, head of marketing,
and Trent Wonnacott, product analyst, spoke on What’s
Driving your Customers, considering recent customer and
visitation drivers research and tips to engage and retain
through loyalty and CRM, and Maximising Gaming Room
Performance, on knowing metrics to analyse the gaming floor,
performance trends, and diversification of product offerings.
Specialist architect and exhibitor Cayas Architects discussed
Things you need to know to make your venue a success,
while the Department of Environment & Science’s Matthew
Arthur, and Chamber of Commerce and Industry Queensland’s
Carly May introduced the ecoBiz program, supporting
businesses to reduce energy, waste and water bills, helping
them save money and reduce their environmental footprint.

TRADE SHOW
Ken Burgin, manager content sales & marketing at Silver
Chef’s Menu Profits discussed how simple design and pricing
changes can influence customer choice and boost popularity
and profits of a menu, then interviewed Spirit Hotels’ national
food director Gary Johnson on the recruitment and retention
secrets of Finding and Keeping Good Chefs.
And Treasury Wine Estates key account manager Ty Tiereny
asked Did someone say Wine on Tap, pondering the future
trends of wine in venues.

ON SHOW
As always, the gaming companies were the dominant
presence at the AHG, giving operators opportunity to probe
and try their various options ahead of investing in the latest
trends.
SG Gaming again had an impressive presence, with some
interesting games for pubs in their line-up. PubTIC heard
were some were receiving special attention with publicans,
particularly Ingotcha: a ‘Big Reel Feature’ game, the sequel to
Silk Moon, and Deep Sea: the new ‘Locked & Loaded’ (Lock It
Link) game incorporating the new feature called ‘Drop-andLock’.

This year’s theme for Aristocrat was ‘It’s All About What’s
Inside’, based on its credo of ‘passion drives everything’, aiming
to give operators more of what works for them and their
customers, driving player engagement via every element of
products, including math, art, scripts, systems modules and
music.

The big American company also brought its new standalone
progressive series, Cash Connection. This boasts two
multidenominational titles – Wild Country, and Sweet
Tweet, offering two fixed bonuses along with scatter prizes.   

The widely placed Player’s Choice launched its Opal Edition,
a multi-game pack offering more choice than ever, with ten
themes available in seven unique pack configurations.

IGT (International Gaming Technology) last year ramped
up and ‘Ignited’ its ANZ business, investing in people and
technologies to develop new games and systems offering
variety and performance, for more entertainment and
sustainable revenues.

The multi-national company pioneered the popular ‘hold
‘n’ spin’ game mechanic, and the latest iterations of both
Lightning Link and Dragon Link emerged at this year’s AHG.
Furthering hold ‘n’ spin, Welcome to Fantastic Jackpots
debuted, for the growing linked progressive segment, with
player-selectable multi-denomination, scalable bonus prizes.

The stand showed off the new CrystalCurve-I, with it 42” HD
portrait screen and a full suite of games, including new games
utilising the successful ‘Waterfall’ game play, where one spin
can affect the next.
The increasingly important multigame multi-denomination
product for IGT, Multistar, now includes Dazzling Diamonds,
proving to be a hit with pubs. And furthering the increasingly
essential gaming management systems, IGT Advantage Club
continues the innovative solutions to better manage patron
experience and customer service.
March 2018 PubTIC | 11
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SMART BUSINESS
A regular face at the Expos, Hunter Technologies spoke of
a large-scale recent exercise to install systems at the big The
Precinct craft beer hotel in Darwin. The venue had been using
a traditional two-part cleaner every two weeks, and wanted to
see lab-tested results of current levels of bacteria, compared
with levels after the CellarControl system was installed.

Intrust Super continues to prove itself the super fund
of choice of the hospitality industry, and explained the
relationship has been reciprocal, the company taking lesson
from the extents to which hotels go to retain customers and
attract new ones.
As an industry specialist, Intrust endorses helping staff
maintain an “active lifestyle” for the good work-life balance

Working with local cellar systems company Right Beer,
samples from The Precinct’s 32 beer lines were sent to ALF
Food & Pharmaceutical, and surprisingly over two thirds
failed acceptable standards. The CellarControl system was
then installed on the drop leads and a line clean performed,
another after two weeks, then a third after another three
weeks, using Maxi-Enzyme Beer Line Cleaner.
The installation brought the venue savings in beer wastage,

needed in hospitality, which it says creates happy, healthy
workers less prone to time unwell.

chemical costs and labour, but significantly every text after the
installation regime showed a ‘pass’ on levels of bacteria and
bio-organics.
Gracing the Brisbane AHG with its Soapbox lecture and
informative stand, ecoBiz helps businesses reduce their
consumption of energy, water and waste. It is a fullysubsidised program, free for businesses in Queensland, run by
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry Queensland (CCIQ).
Energy prices have become a significant issue around the
country, and ecoBiz offers specific tailored solutions that
reduce energy overhead costs, on average, by 20 per cent
in 12 months. Resources provided include expert advice, a
two-hour onsite audit and report identifying no- and low-

But the company notes the double-edged sword of the
potential for mishap of an active lifestyle, particularly casual
staff that may not be able to rely on sick leave. Time off
work can lead to serious financial difficulty, so Intrust offers
automatic income protection – PayGuard. This can replace
up to 90 per cent of an eligible member’s income, with up
to $300,000 cover through Intrust Super’s life and disability
insurance.
Intrust also offers a member rewards program, bringing over
4,500 special offers and discounts in a range of categories, and
independent financial planning through Intrust360°, helping
members get the most out of their superannuation and their
finances.

MARKETING & DESIGN
Speaking to the underlying psychology behind customer
choices, there was a strong showing by companies dedicated
to attracting and satisfying the right demographic(s).
Underpinning its ‘secrets to success’ soapbox seminar, Cayas
Architects’ stand displayed ongoing examples of how it
delivers high-quality pub design.

cost actions by sustainability experts to reduce resource
intensity, access to green business certification, and a range of
marketing and networking opportunities.
12 | March 2018 PubTIC

Prominent was its recent refurbishment of the Surfair
Beach Hotel, boasting a fresh, light and modern aesthetic,
with the relaxed vibe of a beach bar, and The Cheeky
Squire in Frankston, which opened recently following a full

TRADE SHOW
refurbishment and re-imagining under the James Squires
brand.

path also spoke to the future of venue opportunities from
those servicing them.

Also, ALH’s Anglers Arms at Southport recently opened,
after 18 months, total demolition and full new construction,
resulting in a completely re-positioned pub designed to
appeal to the changing local demographic. Australia’s biggest
pub group reports early indications are the pub is exceeding
expectations.

“The future is looking very bright with integrations,” offered
McDonald. “With other hospitality-focussed products on the
cards soon, and creative content distribution from suppliers
being made available to venues from one simple, DIY [design]

Marketing design specialist Easil reports “tremendous update”
in the past year, coming from both independent operators and
also the big publican, ALH Group, which has been contracting
the company to develop a fully customised design catalogue
for venue staff to utilise.
Easil provides a big range of DIY menus and packages that
can save venues a lot on graphic design, through its many
professional-quality templates.
But its in-house design team also build bespoke templates,
such as for ALH, which is the backbone of its “Your DIY secret
weapon” mantra, creating a custom-fit base of fonts, templates
and styles that maintain a professional and consistent look
and feel. These can also be mixed and matched with the offthe-shelf design tools for further flexibility.
Easil founder Annette McDonald’s summary of the company’s

Anglers Arms – designed by Cayas Architects
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LAUNDY BREAKS
GROUND ON NEW
PUB CONSTRUCTION
After buying and selling in the region
of eighty pubs, one of Australia’s
most prominent hotel owners has
finally begun his very first greenfield
construction – a brand new hotel
and micro-brewery, in a prime patch
of his western Sydney heartland.
Clyde Mooney reports
Marking a highlight of a career spanning more than five
decades, this month Arthur Laundy yesterday celebrated
construction beginning on his Marsden Park Hotel & Brewery
by planting a ceremonial shovel in the ground.

spaces and providing district views.
And importantly, there will be a two-level brewery producing
up to 15,000 barrels annually, with a large atrium allowing
the brewery operations and tasting bar to be visible from all

Stakeholders and representatives of key suppliers to Laundy

areas of the Hotel. The brewery will be run by QBrew’s Daryl

Hotel Group gathered on a plot of levelled dirt in Marsden Park

MacGraw, with master brewer Bruce Peachey producing the

for the official beginning of a large-scale project 18 months in

recipes.

the planning, scheduled to take 12 months to build.

“I’ve always had in my mind to build a brewery, and more

After a welcome introduction, Laundy made a moving speech

importantly now than in the past, because the majority of

on what the project – his very first greenfield pub build –

my hotels are in the western suburbs,” explained Laundy. “I

means to him and the Laundy heritage.

wanted to build something where I could produce a beer that

“I don’t know if there was a turning of soil at the Twin Willows,
if there was, my father was about the same as me – he forgot
to invite me. But I can remember how proud he was.”
Spread over 5,900sqm, the pub will offer a diverse variety of
spaces, with family dining and kids’ playground areas, public
bars and lounges, along with outdoor sports and gaming
areas. The upper level will hold a function area boasting its
own bar and kitchen, for weddings and corporate events of up
to 400 pax.
The design by Altis Architects and Northrop Consulting
Engineers incorporates an exposed steel structure, and a large
expanse of operable glass walls bolstering the indoor-outdoor
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would – for want of a better word – be a price-buster.”
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The build follows extensive planning with FDC and Sydney

future of Western Sydney, and FDC Construction & Fitout is

Business Park, and the token turning of dirt represented an

proud to be able to help them realise this long-held goal.”

important milestone for all involved.

While his four children were unable to attend Laundy was

The Marsden Park Hotel Brewery will occupy a strategic site

proudly joined by his three grandchildren and long-time

on bustling Richmond Road, adjacent to Sydney Business Park,

assistant Robyn Gumbley.

incorporating a McDonalds, Aldi and Ikea store.

“This has been my dream for a very, very long time,” offered

“With the sheer volume and diversity of growth in Marsden

Laundy, shovel poised. “God willing, in 12 months’ time we’ll

Park and Western Sydney, this development will become a

see that dream come true. I thank you all very much for being

destination venue for a rapidly growing region – a region that

here.

is playing an increasingly important part of Sydney’s future,”
says FDC project manager, Peter Stait.

“Now, where do we dig this dirt?”

“The Laundy Hotel Group is making a big investment in the
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WHY MARCH MADNESS IS A
GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR
LIVE SPORTS VENUES
The frenzy of college basketball finals arrives this
month, to an increasingly hungry Aussie audience.
Patrick Galloway reports

A big part of the series is fans filling out a ‘bracket’ – where
they pick winners for each of the main draw’s 63 games.
This is something like a Melbourne Cup sweepstake, only
more complex and much more exciting, and a great way to
get people involved.
Last year around 70 million Americans completed one of
these brackets, contributing to the $13.3 billion bet overall on
the tournament. Former US President Barack Obama even
completed a bracket every year during his Presidency.
It’s the third month of the year and that means it’s time for US
college basketball to steal some of the sporting spotlight, in a
high-octane three-week frenzy known as March Madness. The
action starts this week.
Younger, sports-loving patrons are licking their lips. So, are you
ready?
March Madness is now a truly global event with incredible
reach and popularity around the world, especially in Australia
where there’s a huge appetite for top level basketball.

WHAT IS MARCH MADNESS?
March Madness has a great ring to it, but it’s officially known
as the NCAA Division I men’s basketball tournament.

Venues can set up their own competition amongst customers.
The NCAA website has a printable bracket to facilitate this.

AUSSIE, AUSSIE, AUSSIE
Australian legend Andrew Gaze first sparked interest in
March Madness here when he helped Seton Hall reach the
Championship game in 1989, while Andrew Bogut and
Matthew Dellavedova are other big-name Boomers to have
made an impact on that stage.
Australia is again well represented this year, with eight teams
boasting Aussies including Jack White at powerhouse team
Duke – the Blue Devils from Duke University.

It’s a knockout competition featuring 68 teams that contest
seven rounds, vying to be crowned the best in college
basketball.
The ‘Final Four’ or semi-finals is one of the most valuable
sporting events in the world, worth $292 million. Only the
Super Bowl, Olympics, and FIFA World Cup rank higher for
financial backing.
Last year March Madness dominated social media during the
month, with hundreds of millions of Twitter and Facebook
impressions and 98 million fans streaming games online – in
addition to the many millions of TV viewers worldwide.

WHEN IT’S ON
ESPN is broadcasting the tournament in Australia, with the
madness beginning Wednesday (14 March) morning AEDT. It
will be dip-in, dip-out coverage for the first two rounds.
The big-ticket days are the Final Four – Sunday 1 April, starting
8:09am – and the Championship Game, Tuesday 3 April, at
11:20am.

Article supplied by ABC sports journalist Patrick Galloway, cofounder of Sydney-based live sports fanatics, Sportsyear.
Sportsyear’s digital platform helps serious live sport venues
properly plan and promote events, aided of its global sports
calendar.
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NEWS
PUBLICAN GROUP SINKS,
(FORMER) DIXON GROUP
GROWS

Monarch Hotels is a joint venture between hotel business
veteran Joel Fisher and New York hedge funds Vardé and York
Capital. It purchased the Banksia late 2015 from the Waugh
Group, executing an extensive makeover, with famed chef
Colin Fassnidge running the kitchen operation.

Despite divesting its entire portfolio late 2017, the beleaguered
Publican Group has been put into voluntary liquidation.

The work has seen it climb 68 places in venue rankings in six
months, but Monarch’s remaining assets are in a different tier;
the Macquarie at #46, the Belmore and Lidcombe hotels both
Top-20, and the Acacia Ridge Hotel Queensland’s top-ranking
gaming pub.

The Group counted six operations in Victoria and three in WA,
including the beautifully restored Guildford Hotel, fronted by
directors John Ahern and Steve Garcia.
The cashed-up Dixon Hotel Group – since rebranded to
Australian Venue Co (AVC) – bought the clutch of nine venues
in October 2017 for a rumoured $30 million. It follows the full
portfolio acquisitions of Open Door Pub Co, Drink n’ Dine,
Beer Deluxe, and elements of the Keystone Group’s assets.
“Publican Group’s unique concepts marry perfectly with Dixon
Hospitality’s approach to maintaining individually branded
venues,” said CEO Paul Waterson.

Ryan recently sold the freehold of the Republic Hotel, and due
to take the keys early April, believes he’ll have his work cut out
for him.
“I’m in awe of what they’ve done with that business, and
thrilled with the challenge of taking it over. My intention is to
get in there, try and maintain, and see if we can’t grow the
community focus of the pub in a growth corridor of Sydney.”

AVC’s rapid expansion fuelled rumours of an IPO, with a model
based in f&b leaseholds and no gaming. Private equity giant
KKR took a reputed 80 per cent stake of AVC in June, and is
believed to be eyeing a large acquisition strategy ahead of its
own IPO of the business. This and other recent purchases in
January, Friday’s in Brisbane’s Riverside Centre and Darwin’s
Monsoons, take AVC to over $300m and over 50 hospitality
venues, with an expected target of closer to $1bn.

Australia’s most prominent gaming group has taken another
step toward its IPO aspirations with a return to Wattle Grove.

Dixon has historically sought buys around five to seven times
earnings, while the IPO is expected to offer tighter returns of
eight to ten times EBITDA, more in line with freehold going
concern assets.

Looking to an IPO of the Redcape, new owner Moelis bought
back the Wattle Grove, including an adjacent off-premise
business, for $25 million, representing a ‘blended’ return circa
nine per cent.

GROWING MONARCH
DIVESTS AND REDCAPE
RETURNS TO WATTLE
GROVE
Emerging pub group Monarch divested its big footprint highgaming Banksia Hotel in Rockdale to industry stalwarts Patrick
Ryan and family.

Hedley Leisure – the origins of Redcape Hotel Group –
purchased the Wattle Grove Hotel from Iris in 2007 for $13.5
million, selling it in 2010 to the Maloufs for around $8.6
million, tenanted by National Leisure & Gaming (NLG). In 2011
NLG failed, most leases reverting to the freeholds.

Economic indexes mirroring dangerous pre-GFC patterns has
driven speculation on Moelis and KKR, and suggestions the
commercial market may be cooling.
PHMG CEO Ben Lawler took the plunge with his first title,
Dubbo’s Commercial Hotel, as vendor Brett Harvey and Greg
Pilon pick up a local freehold.
Around five hours from Sydney, Dubbo is a thriving town of
around 40,000 locals and eleven pubs.
Harvey and Pilon own the food-focused Commercial Hotel,
the nightclub-driven Pastoral Hotel, and the Railway Junction.
Following this sale the pair have picked up the passive
freehold of the Amaroo Tavern.
Lawler grew up in Dubbo as one of 14 kids before moving
to Sydney and rising within Mitchell Waugh’s Public House
Management Group. While he has has held shares in other
venues, including purchase of the Royal at Paddington, and
the Commercial will benefit from his metro connections, it is
the first he can truly call his own. He will continue in his role
at PHMG, splitting the week between Sydney and Dubbo.
continues...
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The two pub transactions show combined value of almost
$15 million, the sales executed off-market through Ray White’s
Blake Edwards, who notes the sustained rise of regional
strongholds amongst Sydney-based buyers.

ALH IN DAMAGE
CONTROL FOLLOWING
WILD ACCUSATIONS

and no poker machines, freehold owner Marcus Levy’s Marvan
Hotels agreeing to sell the 18 EGMs.
But late January Marvan issued a statement, relaying the lease
had been terminated due to “arrears in rent and concerns
raised from other sources”, relating to allegations suppliers and
live acts have gone unpaid or underpaid since April, almost
since the new operation began.
Marvan confirmed the 1830-built pub won’t be closing, and it
will continue operations itself in the immediate future.

Fairfax published a damning expose on the alleged workings
of Woolworths-backed ALH and its approach to optimising
gaming revenue through patron monitoring and inducements.
A story in the Sydney Morning Herald alluded to a companywide system of recording and sharing detailed information
on gaming regulars, including gambling habits and
conversational prompts, for the purpose of keeping them “in
the rooms” as long as possible.
The story reportedly emanated from two whistle-blowers
contacting Tasmanian anti-gaming independent Andrew
Wilkie mid-2017. It is not explained why the former staff, from
Queensland, would do this in favour of local regulators, or
why the information would be held for eight months.
An unnamed informant claims staff do reconnaissance,
“looking over people’s shoulders” and documenting spend
patterns, incentivised with gift vouchers for milestones. While
the as-yet unverified claims cite likely regulation breaches
of both responsible service of gambling laws and alcohol
inducements – “smashing out drinks to keep everyone in the
room” – the story features enough glaring errors to make its
authenticity questionable.
ALH’s website states it operates almost 340 pubs, but is
accredited with 400 in the SMH story.
More importantly, its EGMs are accredited with 10 per cent
of the listed Woolworths’ earnings, cited from another recent
Fairfax article as “at least $1.2 billion”. However, ALH’s halfyearly report shows EBIT as $163m, coming from bar, food,
1800+ accommodation rooms, and gaming revenues, which is
just over 10 per cent of Woolworths’ total EBIT, but still 73 per
cent short of that published.
A very concerned ALH issued a public reply on its website
referencing its prompt alerting of OLGA in Queensland, and
ongoing audit of its gaming operations.

BALD FACED TENANTS
EVICTED AMID SCANDAL
Just eight months after taking the keys, the tenants of the
Bald Faced Stag have been evicted over claims of late rent and
unpaid bills.
After a stint on the market, Ulladulla Property Services P/L took
on the operation late March 2017. The pub was to be revived
and modernised, with ambitious plans focusing on live music
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PUBS DOWN OVER $150k
DUE TO FRAUD
Two men have been charged over fraud offences committed
on hotels, with losses totalling more than $150,000.
In May 2016, 33-year-old Francesco Donato Giannone went
on a gambling spree, visiting three pubs in Mount Gambier,
taking advantage of a naïve young employee at the Jens
Hotel and leaning over the bar to place unauthorised, unpaid
bets at the TAB terminal. These and bets fraudulent placed at
the Federal and South Australian Hotels amounted to losses
totalling $63,932.
He was charged with two counts of dishonestly manipulating
a machine and two counts of deception over the series of
events, District Court judge Gordon Barrett jailing him for four
years and eight months, with non-parole of two years eight
months.
On 3 January NSW police arrested an employee of Redcape’s
Mt Annan Hotel, alleging he had stolen a total of $95,000 from
the business since September 2016.
Officers from Camden Local Area Command became aware
of the 29-year-old man, whom they arrested at the Hotel and
took to Narellan Police Station.
The unnamed man has been charged with steal property as a
clerk/servant.
He was granted conditional bail, due to appear at Picton Local
Court.

NEWS
REDEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENTS AT
JACKSONS AND KINGS
CROSS

After sitting idle since 2014, Dalwood Estate in the Hunter
Valley will reopen to the public on Easter weekend, Good
Friday falling on 30 March.

As tourism-driven capex continues to flow into Australia’s
cities, two Sydney institutions call time ahead of ambitious
developments.

The 250-Ha vineyard was purchased by Sam Arnaout’s Iris
Group, as part of its heavy investment in the Newcastle and
Hunter region, and for the past 13 months has been receiving
a sympathetic restoration and revival. Arnaout describes it as
the “grandfather of all the vineyards”.

Jacksons on George has stood at the gateway to The Rocks
since 1986, and five years’ ago operations were taken on by
Gallagher Hotels, under freeholder Lendlease, developer of
Barangaroo.

The business began in 1828 as Dalwood Estate, but was more
recently known as Wyndham Estate, and sold as part of a
restructure by owners Pernod Ricard, which still hold title to
that brand.

In January the multi-level pub closed, ahead of the big
developer’s plans to demolish
the building and construct
a three-level gastropub and
rooftop bar, as part of a broader
development that includes
laneways lined with retail, a
community space, commercial
premises and two 55-storey
buildings, facing George Street
and parallel Pitt Street, due for
completion in 2021.

Dalwood Estate adds to Iris’ ventures in wine, joining
Sweetwater, opened in 1990, and Hunterfield Hill, which last
year turned 50.

***
Iris’ proposed $47m development in Kings Cross is under
attack before it begins, with a local interest group fighting to
scare Council into blocking the proposal. The same residents
that fought for the lockouts that demolished the late-night
precinct now want to preserve its bohemian aura.
The DA submitted by Iris’ Piccadilly Freehold would see four
sites including the Empire Hotel and The Bourbon demolished
to make way for a structure up to nine storeys in places, with
83 apartments, underground parking and revised iterations
of the two hotels on street level. The multi-storey façade of
the former Deluxe Backpackers hotel will be retained and
incorporated into the new structure.
These are in fact vestiges of a far larger and long-gone
hospital on the site, and hardly worthy of broader heritage
consideration. Ironically, the upper floors have also remained
unusable as part of the Hotel since the pre-lockout licence
freeze in the precinct, which rendered more than 80 per cent
of the floorspace unlicensed when Chris Cheung gutted the
derelict Hotel in 2013.
The locals claim the proposal breaches multiple height, 15
design, three development, no less than 40 planning and
eight heritage conditions, despite none of the buildings in the
proposal having heritage protection.
***
Iris has rounded its ever-growing portfolio of hospitality
business, reviving Australia’s oldest operating winery under its
proud original moniker, Dalwood Estate.

***
Pyrmont’s time-warp Terminus Hotel has reopened, sporting
a sympathetic look and Mediterranean menu alongside
memories of nearly 32 years dormant.
One of Sydney’s oldest licensed establishments, first
pouring drinks on Christmas Eve 1841, the original pub was
demolished and a Federation-style two-storey structure built
in the early 1900s, becoming the Terminus Hotel in 1917 in
reference to its location at the end of the old tram line.
In 1986 Isaac and Susan Wakil purchased the tired pub and
closed it, indefinitely. In 2015 they quietly sold to Auswin TWT,
to build luxury terraces in its carpark, which went on to list the
pub itself, which still held its licence, for sale in March 2016.
It was purchased by David Mathlin and Binu Katari, drawn to
the building’s past and legacy.
Through complex heritage issues, a DA was approved to
preserve but modernise, with a new-fashioned kitchen, two
private dining rooms, and Vera’s Cocktail Lounge in the former
manager’s residence
***
After a record year of acquisitions, in February bar king Justin
Hemmes threw a record-breaking bash for around 3,000
employees, closing the Merivale empire for a day to do it.
In 2017 Hemmes ushered around $100 million of new sites
to the portfolio, with the Collaroy in August, Vic on the Park
in October, and both the Royal Hotel Bondi and Woollahra’s
Centennial in November.
As such there wasn’t much time for a Chrissy get-together,
hence the need for the latest, greatest Merivale annual party –
not to be confused with the group’s annual black-tie awards,
the Merivales, in July – closing Merivale’s 49 venues for the
day and night, staff transported to a “secret location” with
carnival rides and entertainment, and served by contractors.
This year’s love-themed party is expected to cost the
company around $1 million.
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